PRACTICAL INFORMATION AND REGULATIONS CHILDREN'S STAY
Welcome in the Ferme équestre de Lupiac !
Your child is about to spend a moment with us, here are some details. I remain
at your disposal for any further information. Do not hesitate ! Manon
(33)632381108 - manon.grandotto@gmail.com.
Arrival: The riders are expected the first day of the stay from 9 am. Once the
parent reception is complete, installation and discovery of the places, as well
as choice of the activities practiced during the week.
Departure: Last day of stay from 6 pm.
Clothes and equipment: An indicative list of clothing and equipment to bring has
been provided. It is not exhaustive, it is up to you to complete it as you wish.
Contact: Children can be contacted by phone at mealtime (only) on their mobile
phone or at (33)632381108. The equestrian farm informs you immediately about any
event that may occur during the stay.
Health and information sheet: To be downloaded from the website or sent on
request. It must be completed and signed at the latest on arrival. This is a
standard health card, dates of vaccines and infantile diseases are not mandatory
(except tetanus).
Specific authorizations: we may be required to escort children into the club's
vehicles. They also have the possibility, if they know how to swim and under
survey, to bathe (lake of Lupiac). These two elements are subject to an
authorization (transport and bathing), signed by the legal representatives (the
swimming authorization must confirm that the child can swim without support).
Deposit: a reservation deposit will be requested at booking. Given the limited
number of places, it will be returned only in case of cancellation in case of
force majeure.
Behavior: Any verbal or physical violent behavior towards other children,
supervisors or animals will necessitate the return of the trainee to his home
(transport at your expense and non-refundable stay). You agree in case of
deviance to come and pick up your child as soon as possible.
Reservation: Definitive upon receipt of the complete files and signed.
La Ferme équestre de Lupiac reserves the right to cancel a stay following the
registration. The stay is then fully refunded.
Communication: It is advisable to read all the documents made available on the
website of the equestrian farm.
Your registration validates your knowledge and your adhesion to the operation of
the farm and its settlement.
I, the undersigned .......................................................
certify that I have read and accepted the contents of this document.
Date:
. Signature:
Still questions do not hesitate!
Sportily,
Earl Ferme équestre de Lupiac
Manon.

